Abstract-This paper describes a new approach for the detection of large-scale anomalies or malicious events in Netflow records. This approach allows Internet operators, to whom botnets and spam are major threats, to detect large-scale distributed attacks. The prototype SAFEM (Scalable Analysis of Flows with Entropic Measures) uses spatial-temporal Netflow record aggregation and applies entropic measures to traffic. The aggregation scheme highly reduces data storage leading to the viability of using such an approach in an Internet Service Provider network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network anomaly detection is a challenging task. One kind of anomalies refers to the attacks. They have highly increased in the last years, where the attack efficiency has skyrocketed. Today, attackers leverage a distributed scheme to perform very aggressive attacks, as for instance large spam campaigns [1] , while they are difficult to detect due to their origin which can include millions of hosts, in particular botnets [2] .
However, even if they are distributed, attack traffic is still visible in an ISP (Internet Service Provider) network but its traffic is divided into multiple instances. For gathering the global attack traffic, aggregating traffic regarding the IP subnets is a potential solution. In the same way, this drastically reduces the amount of data to store. For example, an ISP in Luxembourg collects more than 60,000 flows per second. In addition to the storage, analyzing high volume of data is a computational bottleneck too. As Netflow data [3] is commonly collected by the ISP, this paper proposes to represent them in an aggregated way. This aggregation helps in reducing the amount of data, while it is still considered entirely unlike sampling techniques [4] where some data is discarded.
Entropic metrics have gained interest in the context of anomaly detection [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , therefore SAFEM (Scalable Analysis of Flows with Entropic Measures) leverages the entropy, which is calculated on aggregated profiles. This paper shows that, even if data is represented in an aggregated and scalable way, analyzing it is still possible and efficient for discovering network anomalies.
The paper is structured as follows: the architecture of SAFEM and its different components are introduced in section II. Section III focuses on the evaluation while section IV discusses other work related. Finally, the conclusion and future work are included section V.
II. THE ARCHITECTURE OF SAFEM
The first component of SAFEM is the S-Aggregation module which takes Netflow records as input. They are collected from the network (1) before being aggregated (2) as described in the following section. The entropy is then calculated over the aggregated representation thank to the Entropy module (3). Once metrics have been calculated, any classification techniques can be applied.
A. Spatial and Temporal Aggregation
Our method is inspired from AGURI which was presented by Kaizaki et al. [10] , but that application is limited to IP packet captures. SAFEM may be directly applied to Netflow records. The records are aggregated regarding two dimensions: space and time.
Spatial aggregation relies on the IP addresses (source or destination) which are extracted from each Netflow record. For an IP address, the proportion of traffic it matches is computed 978-1-4673-0269-2/12/$31.00 c 2012 IEEE Fig. 2 : Partial view of a generated aggregation tree for a byte based destination profile. α = 5% regarding the total volume of traffic. This measure can be expressed as bytes or packets. Then, the IP addresses are represented within a hierarchical tree using the common CIDR format [11] . Hence, the IP addresses of the same subnet are grouped together as well as subnets on higher levels. This is illustrated in Figure 2 . During the hierarchical construction, the volume of traffic associated to nodes is aggregated into their parents. Finally, only nodes having a volume higher (in percentage) than a threshold α are kept.
The second aggregation is performed over time. As usually in anomaly detection schemes, the objective is to detect a deviation from a normal profile. Hence, by splitting the time into periods, SAFEM is able to track changes over a sequence of time windows. The size of time windows is specified by the parameter β. For each time window, the traffic information is aggregated regarding the spatial dimension. So, the temporal aggregation corresponds to divide time into windows and then aggregate data within them.
In brief, traffic is represented by a sequence of trees holding the traffic as in an aggregated way based on two criteria:
• the exchanged bytes or packets, • the direction of traffic: source or destination of IP addresses. As noticed, the two main parameters are α and β, which control the granularity of the representation. Hence, with small values very small traffic changes can be detected but this includes also normal microscopic deviations, which should not be considered as anomalies. They can be discarded by increasing α and β. However, if these values are too high, anomalies themselves might be mixed within normal traffic. Thus, a good trade-off has to be made to be able to catch the attack impacts on traffic in an efficient way. The evaluation section will deal with this aspect.
B. Profiles
In our case, the objective is to detect network anomalies and so, traffic deviations from a profile. This kind of methods allows to detect unknown attacks unlike signature based mechanisms which compare traffic with known patterns. There are two main possible options for establishing a profile:
• observe the traffic for a limited period of time and use it as a profile when detecting attacks. Such a profile has to be free of anomalies and so, it is necessary to clean the data prior using another anomaly detection tool or a manual analysis
• consider the profile as the recent past (moving profile). Therefore, the goal is to find traffic changes over the last time windows.
Both approaches have their drawbacks and advantages. The first one may be biased by human related activity patterns (night / day, week days / week-end, holidays / working days). Hence, a profile has to be constructed for every potential pattern and updated periodically since the user activities also change from a long term perspective. For instance, network traffic should be different from one month to another. In brief, establishing all profiles and keep them up to data is quite challenging. However, they may detect stealthy attacks since they can detect slight changes whereas using a moving profile can fail to detect slight changes. A moving profile is not subject to traffic pattern changes like day patterns, if the considered time windows are small enough. For instance, if the order of windows is in seconds, there would not be a drastic changes at the end of the working day, since all employees will not exactly leave at the same time and so not stop working at the same time.
Regarding our context, detecting anomalies at ISP level, a moving profile seems more suitable. First, there will be less drastic changes as mentioned, since Internet user activities are more diversified than in a company. Hence, longer moving profiles can be used, i.e. including less recent time windows. This will help in detecting stealthy attacks too.
C. Entropy
Assuming that spatial and temporal trees are available over a sequential set of time windows, the objective is to detect potential deviations in the information they contain. The tree based representation allows to store a large quantity of data into compact representation. This drastically reduces the storage needs. However, the main issue of compacting data is their ability to provide useful and relevant information. Therefore, the Shannon entropy is computed over the subnets represented by the tree. Hence, every IP address of a subnet will be affected by a relative proportion of traffic of the subnet based on the prefix size. Obviously, such an approach discards individual values for each IP address and our evaluation in III highlights its efficiency. The entropy measures the quantity of information in data and so, the dispersion of a data distribution. Therefore, when a network anomaly occurs, traffic from or towards a host should change, involving a traffic distribution change that may be observed using the entropy.
To keep the paper self-contained, the following equation formally defines the entropy:
where n is the number of distinct IP addresses, vol ip i is the volume associated to the i th IP address. The base of the logarithm scales the result and can be freely chosen. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the ability of observing anomalies by computing the entropies over the spatial and temporal aggregation of Netflow is assessed. A set of preliminary experiments aims to show, how the entropy value is impacted by the aggregation parameters when they vary. Our evaluation is based on a dataset provided by a major Internet operator in Luxembourg. The global dataset is described in I but 15 minutes have been extracted to highlight the efficiency of our approach to track abnormal changes. There is no need to use the entire dataset as our objective is to show that a short anomaly (around 5 minutes) impacts the entropic metric. However, having longer anomalies could lead to the same conclusions.
The original data is assumed to be free of known anomalies, as it was checked by the operator itself using its own commercial solution [12] which has discovered any kind of anomalies. To assess our method, a synthetic anomaly was injected using Flame [13] . It consists into a TCP flooding attack composed with a burst of 10 packets following by a silence of around 10ms. To enhance the validity, the attack is distributed by changing the origin of packet at every burst.
Due to space limitation, only the impact of β is studied whereas α is set to 1% after a preliminary set of experiments. Figure 3 shows the variation over the time windows. β varies from 5 to 30 seconds. In this epxeriment, the spatial aggregation has considered the traffic volume measure in bytes.
When β is low like in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) , many windows containing anomalies have values close to the normal traffic. However, from a global point of view, they are clearly lower. Therefore, by stronger aggregating data, this should enhance the distinction between benign and attack traffic. This case is highlighted in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) .
Since TCP flooding attack increase, traffic towards the victim, the distribution is less uniform, leading to a drop of the entropy value, which is clearly distinguished when β is enough high. However, few time windows containing the anomaly could not be easily detected based on a simple threshold. Thus, more advanced technique, such as a machine learning based classifier relying on multiple features (packets and bytes values, source and destination addresses), has to be used for correctly classifying the traffic.
IV. RELATED WORK Pre-established signatures are well known and efficient techniques to discover known attacks and anomalies. For example, Snort [14] is a common solution that examines every individual packet and compares it to a set of signatures. Rulebased methods, such as in [15] , are also helpful for monitoring abnormal host behaviors.
Monitoring all packets is not scalable for Internet operators, which prefer compressed representation like Netflow [3] . Thus, Netflow based intrusion detection has appeared in the past [16] . For example in [17] , the authors identify attacks by looking at the number of connections per host, while traffic volume is leveraged in Botminer [18] to detect botnets. Visualization techniques have been proposed in [19] We proposed kernel functions in the past [20] , [21] for measuring dissimilarities in IP addresses based on traffic load, which has led to good results for detecting attacks. However, the computational overhead is very high. This paper uses a a compressed representation of Netflows similar to Aguri [10] for IP packets. There are other alternatives for a scalable storage and representation of flows data [4] , [22] , [23] . The authors of [22] introduce a column-oriented technique for storing data which provides a better scalability than common solutions relying on row-based techniques. Sampling [4] , [23] can also highly reduce the volume of data, but setting a proper sampling rate is still a major issue.
Entropy-based techniques for anomaly detection have been explored in different papers, as for instance [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . DDoS attacks are detected by statistical methods in [6] , but the scalability is limited, since capturing IP packets is needed for extracting some features of them. A worm can be discovered by computing entropies over IP flows [7] . Entropy calculation and time series are combined in [9] . The entropy is also a relevant metric over sampled data as highlighted in [8] .
V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
SAFEM is introduced in this paper. This tool leverages an aggregated representation of Netflow records that compacts data to store, and the entropy computed on a such source of data is still accurate for detecting anomalies. This has been illustrated with a set of preliminary experiments, and future work will focus on the anomaly detection. Especially a classifier will be instantiated and run over the aggregated tree. Such a classifier could be also take multiple features as input, like source and destination IP address, in order to be more accurate. We also plan to study the complexity of SAFEM.
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